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Pink
We all have a first color love. Even though I’m 48 years old and you may 
think I should’ve grown out of  it, PINK is mine! Pink is the absolute 
happiest color I know of. To see it brings me great joy and energy, to wear it 
makes me feel beautiful, and to embody its inherent sensuality makes me feel 
sexy! 

There is a soft and playful nature to pale pinks, an “I’m comfortable in 
my own skin” to medium pinks, and an absolute powerhouse “kick ass” 
attitude that accompanies HOT PINK. For those afraid of  its little girl 
connotations, get over yourself. Pink is a sophisticated color option in both 
home and fashion where even a small amount conveys inner fortitude and 
femininity. I mean, what other color holds as much controversial energy as 
pink? 

Those that incorporate it into their life are self-assured, grounded, and 
decisively happy people. Kinda makes you want to run out and pick up a 
can of  pink paint, a pink home accessory, or pink scarf  doesn’t it? Laura Brzegowy has a great eye for ALL 

things color!  Her understanding of  how each of  the finishes relate 
to one another, as well as her intuitive approach to gauging each 
client’s color response has allowed her build a strong local following.

Most recently she’s specialized in paint color, and has started a blog 
to share her knowledge throughout the world. Her unique specialty 
is in unifying each client’s furnishings with paint colors that not 
only make them feel good, but make their homes positively shine.

Visit Laura Online
click on the color to learn more about it
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Red
My designer secret is that a little red in your life keeps you happy, happy, hap-py.

That’s how I feel about red accents in a room.  A black, white and gray color scheme is so much 
more fun when you pepper the room with red lamps, red pillows and a bit of  red floral.  Not only 
does a red chair or Oriental red chest add interest to an otherwise monochromatic room, but also it 
becomes a special destination for an activity or for relaxing.

And an all white room with red accessories keeps the room from being too precious and almost gives 
us permission to come sit here.

Have an entertainment wall?  There’s your red opportunity. Red draws you into an otherwise less 
dramatic space.  Not sure about a whole wall of  red?  Break up the red and put the punch of  red 
in drapes or Roman shades at the windows.

There’s a variation of  red for all of  us.  Try blue red to add a bit of  glamor.  Brick red is homey 
and blends well with neutrals and earth tones.  Primary red is a big clue that little ones are 
welcome.

If  you like the thought of  red but aren’t sure you want it inside your home, keep it neutral inside 
and paint your outside door red.  Talk about a showstopper!  When I approach a home with a red 
door, I immediately think there are fun, outgoing people inside. 

Red’s your surprise factor in an otherwise safe design. It’s like putting red heels with that LBD.  
And why do you think those infamous “Red Bottoms” are red?
 

Mary Etta McCurdy’s tagline, 
“We’ve Got Your Windows Covered (™)” speaks to her 
expertise in window coverings of  all kinds. Purchasing 
functional, attractive window treatments is puzzling for 
a lot of  people . She educates and guides you through the 
process. Color Consultations, redesign, and soft furnishings 
will keep your space current yet timeless.

Visit Mary Etta Online
w on the color to learn more about it
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Tan
Earlier this year, during my home renovation, I decided to use a tan color 
palette and chose, Spanish Sand (OR-W7) from Behr Paints. The reason 
in selecting tan was to create a warm, inviting and cozy environment when 
welcoming guest.  

The primary color palette is used mostly throughout the common areas in 
my Living Room, Dining Room, Guest Bedroom and Hallway. The color 
is paired with white baseboards and white ceilings and the look is absolutely 
stunning. In addition, the Spanish Sand color against the dark hardwood 
floors introduces a modern and eclectic feeling creating the warmth I wanted 
to capture when entering the front door. 

For instance, accessorizing with jewel tones give them a good pop against 
Spanish Sand. There is nothing more refreshing when entering someone’s 
home and hearing their sigh of  relief  it’s comforting and I too love each time 
when I am welcomed home. 

Erika Lewis Founder, Interior Designer and 
blogger of  Erika Lewis Designs specializes in residential 
design inspired by modern, classic and eclectic styles of  
designs. Originally from Los Angeles, Erika earned her 
undergraduate degree from California State University, 
Northridge, gathering hands-on experience while assisting 
Interior Design firms. Erika is passionate in offering 
decorating advice in solving clients design issues who struggle 
to find their happiness and peace of  mind.

Visit Erika Online
click on the color to learn more about it
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Brown
Rich luscious browns – think mother earth, dark chocolate, vanilla bean 
pods, coffee, brandy and mahogany. Suddenly all of  your senses are engaged, 
that’s how I like to think about color. I let it transport me so not only do I 
see it but experience it as well. Brown gets a bad wrap in the interior design 
world. 

When you choose the right brown, your room will feel cozy and intimate. 
You can add dark brown walls to any room. It’s important that the paint 
have a slight gloss or sheen finish to it. 

Create contrast with lots of  white - glossy white trim, white accessories, 
creamy white upholstery then layer on the bold colors and patterns. Metallics 
and mirrors are another way to create contrast and keep it from feeling too 
heavy. 

My favorite brown? Bitter Chocolate by Behr.

Rachel Moriarty was designed and 
fabricated in San Diego with creativity flowing through her 
veins. Tapping into her love of  fashion, design and visual 
merchandising, she has worked in many creative positions both 
as a stylist and as a designer. After receiving her Redesign 
Certification, she now focuses her practice on redesigning 
existing spaces.

Visit Rachel Online
click on the color to learn more about it
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White
White is NOT a color... or is it?

Depending on what physics professor or art instructor you chat with you’ll no 
doubt hear a different answer to that question.

In decor and interior design, white plays an integral role in the process.  Almost 
every color will look it’s best when sitting next to white.  Consider it the wingman 
in interior design!  (Go ahead, Black.  Just TRY to not look like Halloween next 
Orange!  Hah!)  White is the perfect ways to create continuity between your rooms.  
Think about a traditional home with various hues and shades on the walls.  What 
one thing can make all those colors flow together?  White trim, moldings, doors.  
Maybe a light neutral that reads white as a carpet color to soothe between different 
bedroom colors.  And white is not just great for paint.  When you’re designing your 
space and it’s starting to feel a bit TOO colorful or maybe your stuff is looking 
like so much clutter, bring in some bold white accents and accessories, add extra 
wide matting around artwork and maybe supplement with some creamy white 
toss pillows and throw.  Whether   coolly contemporary or totally traditional.  
Embrace your white space and allow your home to breath. Pamela Sandall has spent her life designing 

spaces but the FIRST when she was 8 years old. For Malibu 
Barbie :). All kidding aside, she believes that everyone should 
have a comfortable space to come home to. Design doesn’t need 
to be expensive, only thoughtful and well planned.

“Keep what you & love something new!”

Visit Pamela Online
click on the color to learn more about it
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Green
Green is my favorite color.  Odd I know.  I usually tend to be the only 
person in a room who mentions this as their favorite color.  What can I say, 
I love to be different, but I also love how Green reminds me of  nature and 
it’s also just so calming.  

One of  my green paint color picks is Benjamin Moore’s Van Alen Green 
HC-120.  

I give it an extra thumbs up because this color is so versatile and can be used 
in any room: bedroom, dining room, living room, nursery and so on and not 
feel out of  place.  

Now this shade of  green is special because it can be used as a neutral color, 
but it’s not your typical boring beige that everyone tends to use when playing 
it safe with paint.  So escape the boring beige mentality and get a little wild 
with Green!

Julie Jamison helps DIYers transform their 
fugly rooms with simple online decorating services. Keeping it 
real with you so that insanity and bankruptcy don’t become 
part of  your design plan, she’ll show you that design can be 
within your reach. She’ll design from her laptop and you’ll 
DIY in the comfort of  your home, with her easy to follow 
e-designs.

Visit Julie Online
click on the color to learn more about it
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Teal
Color is known to evoke strong feelings, and Sherwin Williams Tantalizing 
Teal #6937 is clearly no exception. 

Blues are believed to be calming, while green calls to mind the renewing of  
life and nature, making this restful combination of  blue and green the ideal 
color for bedroom or bathroom. 

It conveys a warm breeze, water lapping, toes-in-the-sand kind of  feeling 
that makes one think paradise. I think that’s why you often see it in spas 
and resorts. 

No matter where you use its soothing, peaceful, tropical vibe, you can’t go 
wrong with Tantalizing Teal! 

Kathy Gunthorpe Ashdown has 
been designing, decorating, and renovating homes since her 
teens – her own (eight, to be exact) and numerous projects 
for friends and family. It is, and always will be, her passion. 
That passion, experience, and her extensive knowledge of  color, 
balance, rhythm and scale, translate to a home you will love – 
YOUR home!

Visit Kathy Online
click on the color to learn more about it
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Yellow
Its been said that Vincent Van Gogh used to eat yellow paint because he thought it 
would make him happy.  Now we know Van Gogh had his problems, but yellow 
is considered to be one of  the happiest colors. However, he should have painted his 
walls with it, instead of  eating the toxic stuff.

This energetic hue permeates joy, optimism, and fun.  Who doesn’t need more of  
that in their lives?  

My favorite yellow is Sherwin Williams June Day SW6682 and I love to pair it 
with white, grays, and black. 

Of  course yellow ranges from pale butter cream to neon.  The key to decorating 
with yellow is to have a room with lots of  natural light. Yellow is a very successful 
color when paired with earthy neutrals like white, beige, brown, green, and gray.  

With yellow the eye is never bored and the spirit is enlightened and inspired.

Elle C. Wolfe uses creative 
inspiration & keen observation to create a home that 
reflects how you want to feel, live and connect.

A home that speaks to your soul.

Visit Elle Online
click on the color to learn more about it
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Grey
Grey is the ultimate neutral. It can be cool or warm, light or dark…and it 
works with pretty much anything. 

My personal style gravitates toward the modern and gutsy, so I love painting 
a room a nice deep grey like Benjamin Moore’s Deep Space (2125-20). 

Contrary to popular belief, dark colors on walls make a small space appear 
much larger, because the walls recede to the eyes instead of  closing in. 

Plus colors pop against a nice charcoal like nobody’s business, and it 
definitely brings the DRAMA.

Emily Basham-Hoelscher has been 
refining her design skills for more than 15 years. She gained 
international design expertise and inspiration creating and leading 
Austin’s boldest, cutting-edge furniture store and design studio. 
She is now thrilled to offer gutsy designs and killer style with her 
own full-service firm, HCDH.

Visit Emily Online
click on the color to learn more about it
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